Prepared Piece for Audition

**Vocalists**: Learn the melody and work out a harmony part (for the pre-chorus and chorus) in your range. You will sing accompanied by a guitar.

**Pianists**: Be prepared to play chords and melody.

**Organists**: Same as pianists

**Guitarists**: Be able to strum and finger-pick the chords.

**E-Guitar**: Be able play the chords, melody and add fills.

**Bassists**: You will play your parts along with a guitarist and/or drummer.

**Drummers**: You will play your parts along with a guitarist and/or pianist.

**Violin/Flute**: Learn the melody and prepare to improvise with the chord changes. You will play accompanied by a guitar.

**Other**: Email Pastor Paul for instructions ([pastorpaul@calvin.edu](mailto:pastorpaul@calvin.edu))